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Today the iji^act of the mass madia of comimmlcatian upon the Amerldan
public Is great* It was estimated that the average American adult spent a
quarter of his wakii^ hours reading books, magazines, and newspapers, lis¬
tening to the radio, or viewing motion plcttires even before the development
of television on a large scale*^ Even more time is devoted to the mass
media of ccmmunication since the advent of television* It is probably true
that the entire population is influenced in scane way by some one or more
of the media of mass ccanmuxiication*
Since the media of mass communication are utilized by all segments of
society, including its younger members, this study seems appropriate at
this time* It is the hope of the writer that this studywill familail'ize
educators in Idle field of secondary education with the pattern of use of
these media by senior hi^-school studend, and possibly influence educa¬
tors either, to en^loy these media to a greater extent in the high-school
curriculum or to discourage their use generally* It is in view of these
facts that '^is study was undertaken*
Objectives of the Study
The objectives of this study are: (1) to determine the extent to which
a specific number of senior high-school students utilized Ihe various media
of mass ccmmiunicatioa during the course of one semester $ and (2) to att^npt
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Robert D* Leigh, "The Public Library in the United States,"
General Report of the Public Library Inquiry (New York: Columbia University
Press, l950}» P» 28.
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to establish a relationship betireen the \ise of the media and the scholastic
grades earned by the students during the same period of time.
Hypothesis
It is proposed that the students, Ttoo utilized the various printed
media of mass communication to the greatest extent sere those iifao excelled
in scholarship, and that the students iiho utilized the visual and auditory
media to the greatest extent tiere Ihose idxo made the poorer scholastic grades
in school. In other words, it is supposed -Umt the content of the printed
media was more capable of aiding the scholarship of the students, and that
the content of the visual and auditory media was less capable of aiding
scholarship. Consequently, it is believed that the scholastically superior
students used the printed media more frequently during the semester, and
that the scholastically Inferior students used the audio-visual media mere
frequently. It is also proposed that the bri^rt>er students utilized the
higher qtiality or more educational material offered by each medium. The
findings of this study propose to substantiate or disprove the assua^jtions
set forth here.
Definitions of Terms
The term "two categories of mass communication media" refers to the
printed forms of communication-r-books, magazines, and newspapers—and to
the visual and auditozy forms - of communication—the radio, motion pictures,
and television. "Scholastic standings" may be defined as the average grades
earned by the students in the various subjects taken during the semester as
averaged from grades recorded on the official transcripts. "A selected num¬
ber of senior high-school students" refers to a selected group of tenth.
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eleventh^ and tirelftb-grade students enrolled in Booker T* Washington High
School^ Atlanta, Georgia.
Methodology of •tJie Study
The personal intervieir iras the method used to secure a part of the
data for this study. The interview, a copy of which is included in the Ap¬
pendix, sought to gather data regarding the students' use of the various
communication media during the first semester of the school year, 19^1-19^2,
There were 1,286 senior high-school students enrolled in Booker T, Washing¬
ton High School when this study was undertaken} 501 students or 38,9 percent
of the tot^ number were in the tenth grade, 337 students or 29*3 p^cent
of the total number were in the eleventh grade, and U08 students or 31,7
percent of the total number were enrolled in idie twelfth grade. The sample
included every fifteenth student in each grade chosen according to the al¬
phabetical 'position of his name on the homeroom roU, A total of 85 stu¬
dents was Interviewed in order to insure a fairly representative and accu¬
rate sample of the total number of senior high-school students in these
three grades. There were 33 students or 38,8 percent of the sample in the
tenth grade, 25 students or 29,U percent of the sample in the eleventh grade,
and 27 students or 31,7 percent of the sample in the twelfth grade. These
data are set forth in, Table 1,
The scholastic gpades earned by the students durii^ the first semester
of the same school year were recorded from the official transcripts on file
in the school's administrative offices. In order to determine the average
grade for each student, the grades earned in all courses taken during the
semester were totalled after the following numerical values were assigned
to the alphabetii^al grades: A equalled four points, B equalled three points.
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C equalled tiro points, and D equalled one point* Zero was assigned to all
grades of F* The total numerical values of all grades earned was divided
the number of courses taken daring t^e sweater* For instance, a student
who made two A|s, two B's, and one C would have a sweater average of 3*2 or
B, as a result of dividing five (courses) into 16 (points received for two
A's, two B's and one C)*
TABLE 1
TOTAL NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED
AND TOTAL NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS INCLUDED IN SAMPLE
ACCORDING TO (SLADE LEVEL
1
Grade Level
!otal tfundier and Percentage
of Students Enrolled
iNumber and IPercentage
of Students Included in Sample
Ntunber Percentage Number Percentage
Toxii/li* ••#•••• 5oi 38*9 33 38*8
Eleventh*...• 377 29.3 25 29.U
Twelfth...*.* Ii08 31*7 27 31.7
TO'tSlle # • 1,286 • • • 85'
Of the 85 students who constituted the sample, there were eight stu¬
dents or percent of the sample with A averages, 25 students or 29
percent of the sample with B averages, 2U students or '28*2 percent of the
sample with averages of C, 21 students or 2U*7 percent of the sample with D
averages, and seven students or 8*2 percent of the sample with F averages*
These data are presented in Table 2*
The data regarding the use of the media as revealed through the inter¬
views were tabulated with the scholastic grades of the students by cemiputing
an average of t^e use of each medium by each scholastic group* The averages
were ccmiputed by dividing the number of students using the media in each
scholastic group into the number of time the media were used for specific
periods of time* For ^stance, five of ihe eight ^'A" students read books
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during the semester; three read no books. Two students read two books each
for a total of four books, while two more read three books each for a total
of six books; One read seven or more books. A total of 17 books was read
by the •*A" students. Eight (students) was divided into 1? (books) and the
average of 2.1 resulted. This method was used throughout the study when¬
ever the data allowed the use of it. 'When the data did not allow the use
of the method, an explanation of the method used to compute the averages was
presented.
TABLE 2
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE CF STUDENTS INCLUDED IN












Total.... 85 • ♦ •
Comments on Other Studies
A brief summary of some of the other similar studies is presented here.
Studies of the printed media are discussed first and studies of the audio¬
visual. media are discussed later. A survey made by Brinl^of the reading
tastes of 1,522 Chicago students revealed that (l) magazines provided a
significant part of the materials read by high-school stTidents; (2) 8? per-
1 ^ ^ ^
William G. Brink, "High-School Pupils' Interest in Magazines and
Newspapers," School Review, XLII (January, 19Uo), U0-U8
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cent of the students reported reading a daily newspaper; and (3) books of
•fiction were read more often than non-fiction books. Rothnez’s study of
306 eleventh-grade boys in eight Massachusetts public high schools disclosed
2
that neYTspapers and magazines were much more appealing than books. Burton's
stvidy of the newspaper-reading habits of senior students in the Palo Alto
(California) Senior High School indicated that comics and other graphic il¬
lustrations, sports, war news, and advertisements were the features read
most in the newspaper. The words of Witty are used to further summarize
the studies on the reading habits of youth:
Recent surveys of reading show, on the other- hand, that youth
everywhere read to a greater extent at home, in school or college,
in the library, on the job, in the streetcar. They read for many
worthwhile purposes~to keep posted on current events, to follow an
interest cxr curiosity, to solve a problem of immediate concern, to
prepare school and college assignments, to broaden their understand¬
ing of a particiilar topic, or for fun and relaxation. The materials
read Include every kind available—^newspapers, magazines, books, and
pamphlets.
On the other hand, a surprisingly large proportion of youth do
little personal reading; many cannot read with, ease and understand¬
ing; and the reading tastes erfiibited are frequently mede the subject
of criticism. However, young people are reading today in numbers
and with an avidity never before equalled.... It follows that the
youth of this generation represent an actual and a potential reading
audience of unusual significance,’
Very little information was discovered in other studies about the use of
two audio-visual media~the radio and motion pictures. However, a few
1 : ^
J, W, Iff, Rothnez, "Reading Preferences of High-School Boys," English
Journal, XVII (October, 1938), 6^5.
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Philip W, Burton, "Newspaper—reading Behavior of High-School Students,"
School and Society, LXIII (February 2, 191:6), 86,
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Paul A, Witty, "Current Role and^llffectiveness of Reading Among Youth,"
Reading in the High School and College, Forty-Seventh Yearbook of the Na¬
tional Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago: University of
Chicato Press, 19ii8), pp, 8-9.
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studies have been made of the neisest medium of mass communication—^tele-
1
vision, ¥itty -writes -that many studies made to determine the influence of
tele-\rision disclosed that excessive -viewing of tele-vision causes a decrease
in the qtiality of the grades earned by students. He continues by stating
that (l) movie-^oing still has a strong hold on high-school students, de¬
spite a drop in at-tendance since the advent of-tele-vis ion; and (2) the effect
of tele-vision on reading has been great in an ad-verse manner, Dunham points
out that some students spend more time each Treek viewing television than they
spend in school. Nelson^ reports that newspapers are read more closely in
homes -wi-th television sets than they are read in homes wi-fchout -television
sets, Time^ sta-bes that the cultural or educational content of television
shows -telecast by New York stations in 1951 aud Los Ai^eles s-tations in 1952
-was very small.
Significance of the Study
The present study is some-nhat unique in its trea-tment of the young
adiilt's utilization of the mss media of communication because most of the
studies alluded to were primarily concerned -wi-th one or -two of the media
and were centered solely around the use of the media. Very few of the stud¬
ies sought -to associate -the use of the media with the scholastic s-tanding of
the subjects. Some studies, however, did point out -that the bright students
1 — ^




Franklin Dunham, "Effects of Tele-vision' on School Achievement of
Children," School Life, .XXXIV (March, 1952), 88.
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Atlanta Journal, (March- 21, 1952), •p',"12,
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"Radio and Tele-vision," Time, LVII (December 31» 1951)a U7»
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tended to read more than the dull ones, but few dev^oped the point! to angr
great extent. There are some striking similarities and contrasts between
the results of this study and the other studies consulted.
CHAPTER II
THE EELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PRINTED MEDIA AND SCHOLASTIC STANDING
The hypothesis assumes that the scholastically superior students
used the printed media of mass communication more frequently dtzring the
semester* .It also assiunes that -^ese same students read more material
that could have been useful as sipplementary material in some of the
courses offered in the school’s cuzriculum, and that the scholastically
inferior st\adents did just the opposite. This section undertakes to dis¬
prove or prove these assumptions. Data concerning the use of books will
receive the first consideration and will be followed by data relating to
magazine and newspaper use.
Books
At the vary outset of the interview, the stiidents were told the pur¬
pose of the interview. In order to gain their confidence and to insure
the fullest degree of cooperation from them, they were thoroughly assured
by the writer that the interview had no relation whatsoever to their status
in school and that the information revealed would in no way be used against
them. The importance of tznithfulness throughout the interview was empha¬
sized from the very beginning of the interviews, each of idiich lasted from
10 to 20 minutes.
The students were asked during the intenriew the number of books they
read dtiring the semester. If they replied that they read one or more books.
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they irere asked to name the books they read* This request was made in an
effort to check the truthfulness of the first answer. Some students, how¬
ever, were xinable to recall the titles of all the books they claimed to
have read.
The average number of books read during the semester by all the stu¬
dents included in the sample was 2.5 books per st\ident. The average was
arrived at by adding the total number of students in each scholastic group
and dividing it into the total number of booki read. This procedure was
used throTighout this section. Twenty-three students in all five groups
read no books at all, while 10 read one each for a total of 10 books, 13
read two each for a total of 26 books, lli read three each for a total of h2
books, eight read four each for a total of 32 books, seven read five each
for a total of 3$ books, two read six each for a total of 12 books, and
eight read seven or more each for a total of $6 books. Altogether, the 85
students read a total of 213 books during the semester for an average of
2.5 books per‘Student. This is shown in Table 3*
In regard to the individual scholastic levels. Table 3 reveals that
three of the eight "A" students read no books at all, while two read two
each for a total of four books, two read three each for a total of six
books, and. one read seven or more books. These totals were aarrived at by
multiplying the number of books read by the number of students reading
them. This method was used throughout this section. Altogether, the eight
"A" students read 17 books or 2.1 books per student. Five of the 25 "B" stu¬
dents read no books at, all, but one read one book, six read two each for a
total of 12 books, four read four each for a total of l6 books, three read
five each for a total of 15 books, and two read seven or more each for a
total of lit books. Altogether, the 25 "B" students read 70 books for an
n
TABLE 3
pifflER GF BOOKS READ DURING SEMESTER ACCORDIND TO SCHOIASTIC STANDING
Scholastic Standing
A B C D TOTAL
Number of Books
NumberofSt dents inSample NumberofB oks Read NumberofSt dents InSample NunberofB oks Read NumberofSt dents InSample NumberofB oks Read NumberofSt dents InSample N\imberofB oks Read [NumberofStudents 1InSample (NumberofB oks 1Read NumberofSt dents InSample NumberofB oks Read
None 3 • ♦ ♦ 5 « • • 3 « • « 9 • • ♦ 3 • • • 23 • • •
One................. 1 1 li 3 3 2 2 10 10
Two................. 2 k 6 12 10 13 26
Three 2 6 h 12 3 9 i 12 1 3 14 kz
Four................ k 16 3 12 1 1. 8 32
Five................ 3 15 2 10 1 < 1 "5 7
Six 1 6 1 6 2
yy
12
Seven or More 1 7 2 ih 3 21 2 14
•’ ’ * 8 56
Total 8 It 70 tk 12 2l 7 10 'W 2I3
Average NTimber Read 2,1 2, 8 3, 2, 0 1^3
average of 2.8 books per student. Three of the 2k "C" students read no
books at all, -while four read one each for a -total of four books, five read
two each for a total of 10 books, three read three each for a -to-bal of nine
books, three read four each for a total of 12 books, two read fl-vre each for
a total of 10 books, one read six books, aiKi three read se-ven or more each
for a total of 21 books. Altogether, the 2h "C” students read 72 books or
three books per student. Nine of the 21 ’•D" students read no books at all,
while three read one book each for a -total of three books, four read three
each for a to-bal of, 12 books, one read four books, one read five books, one
read six books, and two read seven or more each for a -total of
togetherij the 21 "D” students read books for an average of two books per
student. Three of the seven •’F” students read no books at all, while two
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read one each for a total of turo books, one read three books, and one read
five books. Altogether, the seven *F" students read 10 books or 1.3 books
per student.
In ponoliisie&pj Table 3 reveals that the "C" students read the greatest
V
jt-
. • ■ . yv - ^
average number of books during the semester and were followed by the "By"
"A," "D," and "F" students in that order. In order to get a clearer pic¬
ture of book use and to further prove dr disprove the hypothesis, and exami¬
nation of -Uie quality or types of books read during the semester was also
made.
From the information the students revealed about the books they read,
the following data were secured. The method by which the types of books
read during ttie seiMster were tabulated was to average the number of dif¬
ferent types of books read ly the students iiho read books and remembered
the titles of them. The titles were classified according to the dominant
themes of the books and were assigned to two categoriess educational aimt
non-educational books. Books about history, personal-vocational guidance,
biography, race, family life, travel, science, and poetiy were classified
as educational because it was felt that these types had a definite relation¬
ship to the courses offered in the curriculum. Books of adventure, romance,
mystry, crime, sports, and religion were placed in the non-educational class
because it was felt that these types had no definite relationship to the
course offerings.
Forty-six of the 85 st\idents remembered specific titles of the books ,
they read during the semester. This number included three "A" students, l6
"B" students, l6 "C" students, eight "D" students, and three "F" stridents.
The 1*6 students remembered the titles of 10? educational and non-educational
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books for an average of 2.3 books per student. The total nas arrived at by
adding the number of books reported by all groups and the average iras se¬
cured by dividing the total number of students naming them. The foregoing
method was enployed throughout this section. The h6 students remembered
the names of U3 educational books and 61; non-educational books. Twenty-one
more non-educational than educational titles were remembered having been
read. This is i^onh in Table U.
k.
TABLE h
TYPES OF BOOKS READ ACCORinNa TO SCHOLASTIC STANDING
scH0LAS1IC STANDSNG
Type jjt
B(15) C(16) D(8) Total (1;6)
• • • 3 h 2 1 10
Personal-vocational
Guidance 2 6 • • • • • • 1 9
Bioffranhv. 2 2 1 3 8
RaceTf*--***-f--*“*. 3 2 1 6
F^iir.a+.1 nrial - Paitil1y life..*..... 1; 2 6
Travel 1 1
Sclence............
^ - •, 1 1
Poetry • • • 2 • • • • • • 2
Total number of'
types 2 19 11 7 1; 1*3
Average....... ).6 1.1 0.6 “O’ 0.9
Adventure......... 2 12 15 1 # • • 30
Jtoinduc «••«« ••••• « • • 5 3 5 1 11*
l^taxyy.......... 2 1 h 6 • • • 13
Non-educational ............ 3 3
Sporta............ i 1 2
••••••• •• • « • 1 1 • • • • • • 2
Total number
of types.... h 20 27 12 1 6k
Average....... 1.1 "I.’S” 0.2 ^3 ; :Total 6 39 3a 19 5
Average ^.0 2.1; 2.3 1.6
^Refers to numiber of students who listed specific titles.
U points oat that the three "A" students remembered the titles
of six hooks of both classes for an average of tiro books per student. Two
educational titles were remembered for an average of six-tenths books per
student and four non-educational types were remembered for an average of
1»3 bpoks per student. The three "A" students remembered reading two more
non-educational books thah educational ones,. The l6 "S'* students remembered
the names of 39 books of both types for an average of 2,ii books per student.
They remembered 19 education^ titles and 20 non-educational titles, i.e.,
the "B" students remembered reading one more non-educational than educa¬
tional book. The l6 "C" students remembered 38 educational and non-educa¬
tional titles for an average of 2.3 books per student. They remembered
11 educational titles and 27 non-educational titles. Sixteen more non-
educational than educational books were remembered by the "C" students. The
eight ”0" stvidents remembered 19 ediicational and non-educational books or
2.3 books per student. The students remembered the titles of seven edu¬
cational books and 12 non-educational books. Five more non-educational
books were remembered by the "D” students. The three students in the "F"
group remembered five books of both types or 1,6 books per student. They
remembered four educational books ani one non-educational book^ The "F”
students remembered the titles of three more educational than non-educa¬
tional books.
Of the students lAio remenbered the names of the books they read, the
"B" students reported reading the greatest number of books in both the edu¬
cational and non-educational classes and were followed by the “C” and
"A," and ”F" students in that order. The "F" students remembered the great¬
est number of educational books and were followed by the "A," "C," and
"D" students in the order listed. The "C" students remembered the most non-
educational books; the "D," "A," "B," and "F" students followed in that
OI^ie^, Table U shows that all scholastic levels reported reading more non-
educational than educational books’, with the exception of the "F” students,
who read more of the latter, and the "B” students, who read almost the same,
number-of each type.
Magazines
The students were asked during the interview the approximate number of
magazines they read each month during the semester. This question was fol¬
lowed by a request to name the magazines read most frequently during the
same period. The thoroughness with which these magazines were read received
no consideration in that it would have been impossible to measure it.
The average number of magazines read per month by all 85 students was
3.9 magazines. This is revealed in Table 5. Significant is the fact that
noneof the students reported reading no magazines at all. Fourteen stu¬
dents read one magazine each for a total of fourteen magazines, 16 read two
each for a ftbtal of 32 magazines, 13 read three each for a total of 39 maga¬
zines, five read four each for a total of 20 magazines, I3 read five each
for a total of 65 magazines, four read six each for a total of 2ii magazines,
and 20 read seven or more each for a total of ll;0 magazines* In other words,
the 85 students rea<i 33h magazines or 3«9 magazines per student.
Considering this data according to the individual scholastic levels.
Table 5 shows that two of the eight "A” students read two magazines each for
a total of four magazines, one read three magazines, two read five each for
a total of lO magazines, and three read seven or more aach for a total of 21
magazines. Altogether, the eight "A" students reqd 38 magazines for ah av¬
erage of U,7 magazines per student. Three of the 25 "B" students read two
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9 NumberofSt dents inSample NumberofMagazin s Read NumberofSt dents inSample NumberofMagazin s Read
None 4 • • » « • « e * • • • • • • s • • • « •
One • • • » e e • • • • • • 5 5 7 7 2 2 lU lit
Two.... 2 h 3 6 5 10 s 10 1 2 16 32
Three 1 3 3 9 5 15 2 6 2 6 13 39
3 12 • • • • • • 1 h 1 k 5 20
Five 2 10 6 30 u 20 1 < 13 65
Six • • • • • • 2: 12: ♦ • • • • • 1 6
'
'i “6 i 2lt
Seven or more. 3 21 8 56 J 35 h 28 • • 9 20 Lij.0
Total............. 8 A 51 66 1 20 85 Wi
Average number read li. 7 0 3. 3.1 2. 3.9
magazines each for a total of six magazines^ while three read three each
for a total of nine magazines, three read four each for a total of 12
magazines, six read five each for a total of JQ magazines, two read six
each for a total cf 12 magazines, and eight read seven or more each for a
total of 56 magazines. Altogether, the 25 "B* students read 125 magazines
or five magazines per student. Five of the 2h "C" students read one maga¬
zine each for a total of five magazines, five read two each for a total of
10 magazines, five read three each for a total of 15 magazines, fotxr read
five each for a total of 20 magazines, rand five read seven or more each for
a total of 35 magazines. Altogether, the 2h ”C” students read 85 magazines
for an average of 3*5 magazines per student. Seven of the 21 "D" students
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resui one magazine for a total of seven magazines, lAiile five read two each
for a total of 10 magazines, two read three each for a total of six maga¬
zines, one read four magazines, one read five magazines, one read six maga¬
zines, and four read seven or more each for* a tot^ of 28 magazines. Al¬
together, the 21 "D” students read magazines for an average of 3*1 maga¬
zines per student. Two of the seven "F" students read one magazine each for
a total of two magazines, one read two magazines, two read three each for a
total of six magazines, one read four magazines, and one read six magazines.
Altogether, the seven "F" students read 20 magazines for aui average of 2.8
magazines per student.
In conclusion. Table 5 points out that during: the semester the average
number of nagazines read per month by the ”B" students was greatest, with
"AiJ" ”C," "D, and ”F" students following in the order listed. In order to
secure a more vivid picture of magazine use and to further substantiate or
disprove the hypothesis, an examination of the quality or types of maga¬
zines read during the semester were made.
From the information the students revealed about the magazines they
read the following data were secured. The magazines reportedly read were
classified as educational and non-educational. The educational magazines
incltded the following types* pictorial, digest, general, and home and
fashion. The pictorial type included Life, Our World, Eborcr, Color, and
1,66kt the digest type included: Jet, Quick, Reader*s Digest, and Negro Digest;
the general type included Time and Saturday Evening Post; and the home and
fashion type included Seventeen, McCall's, Charm, Woman*s Home Companion,
Vogue, Glamour, and Ladies* Home Journal, The non-educational magazines in¬
cluded the romance and the miscellaneous types. The romance type included True
Confessions, Tan Confessions, True Story, and Modem Romances; and the mis-
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cellaneous category included Sports and Movie magazines. The educational
magazines were classified as such because it was felt that these types
could have been useful in offering supplementary material for some of the
courses taken by the students, and the non-educational magazines were classed
as such because it was f^lt that these magazines had no really significant
value as supplementary material.
Table 6 points out that the 85 students in all scholastic groups read
28U educational and non-educational magazines per month or 3*3 magazines
per student. The total was arrived at by addir^ the number of magazines
read by all the students; the average was secured by dividing the number of
students into the number of magazines read. Two hundred and thirty-five
educational magazines were read for an average of 2.7 magazines per student;
non-educational magazines were read for an average of five-tenths maga¬
zine per student. One hundred and eighty-six more educational than non-
educational magazines were read by all the students.
The eight "A" students read ItO magazines of both classes per month for
an average of five magazines per student. These students read 36 education¬
al magazines and four non-educational magazines, i.e., 32 more educational
than non-educational magazines. The 25 "B" students read 8? magazines per
student. They read 79 educational magazines, and eight non-educational
periodicals. The "B” students read 71 more educational than non-education¬
al magazines. The 21; "C” stxidents read 69 magazines of both classes for an
average of 2.8 magazines per student. Fifty-eight educational and 11 non-
educational magazines were read or h7 more educational than non-educational
magazines were read by the "C" students. The 21 “D" students read 66 edu¬
cational and non-educational magazines or 3.1 magazines per student. They
read 1;^ educational magazines and 17 non-educational ones. The "D" stu-
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dents read 30 more educational than non-educatlonal magazines* Tirenty-tmo
educational and non-educatlonal magazines were read by the students in the
»F»» group for an average of 3*1 magazines per student. These students read
13 educational magazines and nine-non-educatlonal ones. The "F** students
read four more educational than non-educational magazines.
Table 6 shoirs that the "A" students read the greatest average number
of educational and non-educational magazines and irere followed by the *
"C," "P," and students *in that order. The greatest average number of
educational magazines was read in the same order as above. The largest num¬
ber of non!-educational magazines was ??ead by the "F" students; the '•D,"
"C,» •A," and "B" students foUoired in the order listed.
Newspapers
The students were asked to indicate the frequency with which they read
the newspaper each week. The next question asked them to name the news-
paper(s) they read most frequently, and, finally, they were asked to name the
types of articles they read in the newspaper. The first and the third ques¬
tion will be discussed later, while the second one will receive imnediate
consideration. All students reported that they read one or more of the widely-
circulated local journals, the Atlanta Journal, the Atlanta Constitution,
and the Atlanta Daily World. One-^ialf reported reading such out-of-town pub¬
lications as the Pittsburg Courier, the Chics^o Defender, the Afro-American,
and the New York Times.
The average nmber of days the newspaper was read by all the students
each week during the semester was 6.6 days. Significant is the fact that
none of the students reported never reading the newspaper and all stated
that they read it at least once a week. This is shown in Table 7* Seventy-
eight of the students read the newspaper every day for a total of $k6 days
TABLE 6
TIPES OF MAGAZINES READ ACCORDHG TO SCHOLASTIC STANDING
Type
Scholastic Standing
A B c D F Total
Life 6 19 10 lU 5 5U
Ebony.. 5 17 15 13 3 53
Our World 3 3 6 k 1 17
Pictorial,,.. Color 3 1 3 2 1 10.
Look 1 2 2 2 12
Total 18 TT 36 35 12 Tn5~
Av©rs.^© •••••••«• i.2 " 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.7
Jet 3 6 J)/; 5 • • • l8
Quick...... • • • 2 2 • • • • • • h
Digest. Reader’s Digest,,, • • • 2 2 • • • ..2 h
Negro Digest...... • • • 1 1 1 • • • 3
Total...... 3 11 9 6 • e • 29
Average......... 0.3 04.h 0.3 o.J • • ♦ 0.3
Time 2 3 ii h. i lit
Educational.... General Saturday Evening
'
Post.......... • • • k 2 • • « • • • 6
Total « 2 7 hc U 1 20
Av©l*3.p^6 ••••••••• 0.2 0.2 0v2.r 0.1 0.1 0.2
Seventeen k 9 2 2 • # • l7
McCall's 2 2 2 • » • 6
Charm 1 2 1 1 • » • 5
Home-fashion Vogue 3 • • * • • • • • • • • 3
Glamour.. 1 1 • • • 1 • • • 3
Ladids'Hfi^e.
Journal 2 1 • • • • • • e • • 3
Total. 13 l6 7 h • • • 1;0
Average.
'
0.2 0.3 • • • onr“
TABLE 6—-Continued
1 1
J ^ II 1 1
Type CIcholastic standing
A B C D 5* Total
i
True Confession.. 1 2 2> 3 13
Tan Coifessions.. 1 2 7 6 2 18
■Rnmance.. ... True Sto7*v....... 1 1 2 2 6
Modern Romances.. 1 • • • « ♦ • 1 1
h h 10 lii 8 uo
Non-Educational •••••••• 0.5 0.1 "OT"0^ o.u
• • • 2 r. 2 1 6
• • • 2 • • • 1 • • • 3
Miscellaneous • • • "IT" 1 3 1 9
Average • • • oTT' 6.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
To'bSiX* • • • • 4 h 8 11 17 9 U9
Average..., 0.5 0.3 o.U 0.8 1.2 0.5
■
Total ilO 87 69 22
Average...... o•LA 3.1i 2.8 3.1 3.1 3.3
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per "week, four read the newspaper tiro or -three times a -week for a total of
12 days per -ireek, and three read tbs newspaper once a -ireek for a -total of
three days per week. Altogether, the 8^ students read the newspaper a to-bal
of 561 days per week during -the semester for an a-verage of 6.6 days per stu¬
dent.
On the indi-vid\xal scholastic le-vels. Table 7 shows that seven of the
eight "A" students reported reading -the newspaper daily for a to-tal of k9
days per week, and one read it two or three times a week for a total of
three times per week, Al-toge-ther, the ei^t "A" s-tudents repor-ted reading
-the newspaper 52 days each -week for ;an a-verage of 6.5 days per student.
Twen-ty--two of -the 25 "B" students read the newspaper daily for a -to-tal of
15I4. days per week, while -three read it -two or three times per -week for a
-to-tal of nine days per week. Altoge-ther, the 25 "B" students read the news¬
paper 163 days per week for an average of 6.5 days per -week for each student.
Twenty--two of -the 2h "C" students read the newspaper daily for a total of
2Sk days per week, and -two read it weekly for a total of two days per -week.
Altogether, the 2k "O'* students read the newspaper a -total of 156 days per
week for an a-verage of 6,5 days per student. Twenty of the 21 "D” students
read -the newspaper daily for a total of lUO days per -week, while one read
it once a -week. Altogether, the 21 "D" students read the newspaper II4I days
each week for an average of 6.7 days per students. All seven of the F stu>T
dents read the newspaper daily for a to-tal of days and an average of se-ven
days each per week per student.
In conclusion. Table 7 shows that the ’•F" students read the newspaper
most of-ten each week during the semes-ter, -while the "D** s-tudents ranked
second. The "A,* "B," and "C" s-tudents followed, each group reading the
newspaper the same average number of days per week. The thoroughness with
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•which the former read -the newspaper and the types of materials read may¬
be questioned in regard to -Uiese findings. In order -to get a better in¬
sight into -the reading of the newspaper and -to further subs-bantiate or dis¬
prove the hypothesis, an examination of the types of materials read during
the semes-ber iras made.
TABLE 7




A B C ? To bal
NumberofSt dents inSample NumberofTi es NewspaperRead NumberofSt dents[tnSam.:. NumberofTimes NewspaperRead Numbero|'St dents 1inSample NumberofTimes NewspaperRead NumberofSt dents 1inSample iNuraberofTimes NewspaperR ad NumberofSt dents [InSample NumberofTimes NewspaperRead NumberofSt dents inSample dumberofTi es NewspaperRead
Ne-ver................
Daily 7 h9 22 22 l$h 20 UtO 7 k9 78 51^6
Two or three times
■weekly. ............ 1 3 3 9 L 12
Weekiy ......... 2 2 1 1 ♦ • • • • • 3 3
Total 8 ^2 2^ 163 2h i55' 21 HJl 7 h9
A-verage number of
days -irJL- 6.7 7.0 6.6
From the information revealed by the students about their reading of
the newspaper, the following data were secured. The -various sections of -the
newspaper were classified as educational and non-educational for the same
reason that books and magazines were classified into these two giroups.
Classified as educational material found in -the newspaper -were pictures of
outstanding people and e-vents, war and foreign news, editorials, local po¬
litical news, national political news, columnists (political, etc.), letters
to the editor, and home and fashion articles. The non-educa-bional ma-berial
included comic strips, ttie radio--bele-vision section, the motion picture sec-
2h
tion, sports news, crime news, cartoons, social news, advertisements and
obituaries.
Table 8 indicates that all 8^ students in all scholastic groups read
a total of 610 educational and non-educational sections of the newspaper
each week for an average of 7.1 sections per student. The total was a3>-
rlved at by adding the number of times each section was read and the average
was arrived at by dividing the total number of times the sections were read
by the number of students reading them. One hundred and seventeen educa¬
tional sections were read for an average of two sections per studentj U33
non-educational aections were read for an average of five sections per stu¬
dent. They read 316 more non-educational than educational sections of the
newspapers.
The eight "A" students read 77 educational and non-educational sections
or 9,6 sections per student. They read 23 sections or 2.8 sections per
student and non-educational sections or 6,7 sections per student. Thirty-
one more non-educational than educational sections were read by this group
of students. The 25 "B” students read 212 sections of both classes for an
average of 8,14, sections per student. They read 72 educational sections for
an average of 5,6 sections per student. The "B” students read 68 more non-
educational than educational sections. The 2k "C" students read 133 educa¬
tional and non-educational sections or 5*5 sections per student. The students
in this group read 2k educational sections or one section per student and
109 non-educational sections or U,1 sections per student. They read 85 more
non-educational than educational sections. The students read 151 sec¬
tions of both classes for an average of 7,7 sections per student. Forty-
six educational sections were read for an average of 2.1 sections per student
and 95 non-educational sections for an average of 14,5 per student. Forty-
TABLE 8
TYPES OF NEWSPAPER SECTIONS READ ACCORDING TO ^HOUSTIC STANDING
Types
Number of Students Ac¬
cording to Scholastic
Standing
A B c D F Total
Pictures it lit 5 9 3 . 35
War and Foreign news 2 lit U 10 2 32
Editorials 5 11 2 7 1 26
Local polltidal news...... it 8 U 6 3 25
Educational National political news 2 9 5 6 2 2it
Columnists it 9 1 3 1 18
Leters to the editor...... 1 3 2 it • • • 10
Home and fashions.. 1 h 1 1 • • • 7
Total number of sections 23 72 21t “151TfT
Av61*£t^6 ••••••••••••«•••• 2.8 2.8 1.0 2.1 1.7 2.0
Comics 8 23 22 17 8 78
Radio-television section.. 7 23 13 lit 6 63
Movie section 7 18 15 11 6 57
Sports.... 5 lit 19 lit 3 55
Crime News h 11 13 13 it U5
Non-educational Cartoons.... 6 18 7 7 3 Ui
Social news 6 15 12 6 1 itO
Advertisements. 7 lit 6 9 3 39
Obituaries it it 2 it 1 15
Total number of sections ^It Tmw 95 35 ”it3r
Average 6.7 5.6 it.i it.5 $.6 5.6
Total..... 77 ^12 133 15i it? bio
Average........ 9.6TO 7.7 6.7 7.1
vn
eight more non-educational than educational sections were read by the
students in the group. The seven "F” students read 1^7 sections of
both classes or 6,7 sections per student. They read 12 sections of an
educational nature or 1,7 sections per student ani 35 non-educational sec¬
tions or five sections per student. Twenty-ttiree more non-educational than
educational sections were read.
Table 8 points out that the "A” students read more of all the sections
of the newspaper than any other scholastic group and were followed by the
"D," ’’F," and "C" students in the oi\ier named. The "A** students led
in the reading of non-educational sections and were followed by the ”3,"
«F," ”D," and "C" students in that order.
CHAPTER III
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE VISUAL AND AUDITORY MEpiA
AND SCHOLASTIC STANDING > ' •
The hypothesis assumes that the scholastically inferior students used
the visual and auditory media of mass connminication mwe frequently during
the semester than did the scholastically sijperior ones* This division of
the study undertalss to substantiate or disprove this ass\i!iQ)tion* Data
concerning the use of the radio vrill receive Ihe first consideration and
uill be followed by data regarding motion pictures and television. Since
the content of the audio-visual media offers very little in terms of edu¬
cational value^ no classification by types will take place*
The Radio
The students were asked first to estimate the number of hours they
spent listening to the radio each day during the semester and were then
asked to name their five favorite radio programs in order that these programs
might be classified according to type* The students reported listening to
the following programs most frequently* popular music, "soap operas," "Drag¬
net," "Mr* District Attorney," newscasts,'"Mr* Keenj" "The Ray Ifciver Show,"
"Abk>s 'n Andy," "The Arthur Godfrey Show," "Coimterspy," "The WERD Theater,"
"The L\ix Radio Theater," religious programs, "Bob Hope," "My Friend Irma,"
"This Is Your FBI," "The Beulah Show," "Mr*Chameleon," "The Band of Ameri¬
ca," "Gangbusters," "Father Knows Best," "Martin Kane," "Dr* Christian," "The
Lone Ranger," and "Life with Luigi." Upon examining the content of these
programs, it was concluded that they offered very little of an educational
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nature, irith the possible exception of the neircasts, "The Lux Radio Theater,"
and "The THIERD Theater." It was, therefore, deeiaed unnecessary to have to
classify these programs by types as the other n»dia stMied thus far have
been classified.
Table 9 shoirs that the average number of hotzrs spent listening to the
radio each day during the semester by all the students was 2.7 hours per
stT^dent. This average was arrived at by adding the total number of hours
^nt listening to the radio and dividing it by the number of students in
all scholastic groups; This method was used throughout this section. Four
students in all five scholastic groups listened to the radio less than one
hoiu* a day. These flgrnres were not tabulated. Seventeen students listened
to the radio one hour each for a conqjosite total of 17 hours per day, 22
listened two hours each for a total of hh hours each day, 18 listened three
hours each for a combined total of hours per day, 13 listened four hours
each for a total of $2 hours per day, three listened five hours each for a
total of 15 hours each day, six listened six hours each for a joint total
of 36 hours per day, and two listoaed seven or more hours each for a com¬
bined total of lU hours each day. Altogether, 85 students listened to the
radio a composite total of 232 hours each day during the sanester or an av¬
erage of 2.7 hours per student.
Considering the indivld\ial scholastic levels. Table 9 points out that
one of the eight "A" students listened to the radio less than one hour each
day, while three listened two hours each for a total of six hours per day,
one listened four hours dally, and three listened six hours each for a total
of 18 hours per day. Altogether, the eight "A" students listened to the
radio 28 hours each day for an average of 3*5 hours per student. TIhile one
of the "B" students listened to the radio less than one hour each day, six
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listened one hotir each for a total of six hours daily, eight listened tvo
hours each for a total of 16 hours daily, three listened three hours each
for a total of nine hours each day, three listened four hours each for a
total of 12 hours per day, one listened five hours per day, tso listened
six hours each for a total of 12 hours daily, and one listened seven or more
hours per day* Altogether, ^the 25 studenl^ listened to the radio a
total of 67 hours per day for an average of 2*6 hours per student* Six of
-^he 2U students listened to the radio one hour each for a total of six
hours per day, four listened two hours each-for a total of eight hours daily,
nine listened three hours each for a total of 27 hours daily, four listened
four hours each for a total of 16 hours per day, and one listened five hours
each day* Altogether, the 2U "C“ students listened to the radio 62 hotirs
each day for an average of 2*5 hours per student* Two of the 21 "D" students
listened to the radio less than one hour each day, while four listened one
hour each for a total of four hours per day, two listened two hours each
for a total of four hours per day, six listened three hours each for a total
of 18 hours daily, four listened four hours each for a total of 16 hours per
day, and one listened five hours a d^* One ’’D" student listened six hours
each day and one listened seven or more hours daily* Altogether, the 21 "D"
students listened to the radio a total of 60 hours each day or 2*8 hours per
student* Of the seven "F" students, one listened one hour daily, five lis¬
tened two hours each for a total of 10 hours per day, and one listened fonsr
hours each day* Altogether, the seven "F" students listened to the radio
15 hours each day for an average of 2*1 hours per student* ^Table 9 shows
that the "A." student led in the number of hours spent listening to radio













































































































































The students nere asked to indicate the frequency irith which they at¬
tended theaters for the purpose of viewing motion pictures. For the purpose
of classifying by types, they were asked to name some of the pictures they
saw during the semester. The motion pictures were classified by the follow¬
ing types: adventure, romance, comedy, crime, sports, historical, war, and
mystery. It was condLuied that these types had no true educatioxxal \ralue,
with the possible exception of the historical type| it was i3e««i4d




The average number of times the students sttended the theater each
month during the semester was U*5 times per student. This is shown in
Talbe 10. This average was arrived at by adding the total number of students
in aU scholastic "groups and dividing it into the total numiber of times the
students attended the theater each month. Of the 85 students, three did not
view any motion pictures at all, while 30 attended at least two ti^s weekly
for a total of 2li0 times moniiily, 25 attended once a week for a total of 150
times per month, lU attended two times a month for a total of 28 times each
month, ard 13 attended once a month or ilessibr:' a total of thirteen times per
BKjnth. These totals'.were arrived at by mul-biplying the number of times mo¬
tion pict\ires ■were ■vie'wed by the number of s'fcudents •vie'wing them. Al'boge'ther,
the 85 students at'bended the theater a to-bal of 38U times per mon'th dxiring
the semes'ber for an average of 1^.5 times per s'tudent.
Considering the individual scholastic levels. Table 10 shows that three
of the eight "A* students at'bended tbs theater at least 'two'bbdmes^ week ^or
a -total of 20 times each month during 'the semester, one attended -weekly for
a total of four times each month, two at'bended twice a mon'th for a -total
of four times each montii, and two a'b'bended monthly or less for a total of
■two -times per mon'th. Al-together, -the eight "A" s-budents attended -the -theater
3h times each month or U«2 -times per student. Of the 25 "B" .students, three
never at'bended the thea-ter, six attended at least -two times each -week for a
-total of 1;8 times each month, six attended week^ for a total of 2U times
each month, six attended twice a month for a -total of 12 times each month,
and fovar attended monthly or less for a -total of four times per mon-th. Al¬
together, the 25 "B" students attended -the thea-ter 88 times each month for
an average of 3«1 times per student. Nine of -the 2k ”0" students at-tended
the theater twice each week for a total of 72 -times per mon-bh, eight at'bended
, TABLE 10
FREQUENCY OF MOVIE ATTENDANCE PER MONTH ACCORDING
TO SCHOUSTIC STANDING
Scholastic Standing











O NumberofTi es Attended NumberofSt dents AinSample NumberofTi es Attended NumberofSt dents inSample NtimberofTi es' Attended NumberofSt dents inSample NumberofTi es Attended NumberofSt dents inSample NumberofTines Attended NumberofSt dents
1inSample 1NumberofTi es 1Attended
Never. 3 3 3
Twice weekly......... “3 2h 6 U8 9 72 8 6k h 32 30 2lt0
Weekly 1 h 6 2h 8 32 9 36 1 It 25 100
Bi-monthly........... 2 h 6 12 5 10 1 2 • • • • • « lit 28
Monthly or less 2 2 h It 2 2 3 3 2 2 13 13
Total 8 2^ 88 2lt 116 21 105 7 ^8 8^ 3^
Average h..2 3. 1 8 5.0 3
TFeekly for a total of 32 tdjnsa^feach months five attended twice a month for
a total of 10 times each month, and tiro attended monthly or less for a total
of two times per month. Altogether, the 2lt "C" sttidents attended the theater
116 times each month or It,8 times per student. Of the 21 "B" students, eight
"attended the theater at least two times a week for a total of 6^ times each
month, nine attended weekly for a total of 36 times per month, one attended
two times a month for a total of two times per month, and three attended
monthly or less for a total of three times per month. Altogether, the 21 "D"
students attended the theater 105 times each month for an average of five
times per student. Four of the seven "F" students attended the theater two
times a week for a total of 32 times each month, one attended once a week
for a total of two times per month. Altogether, -tiie seven "F” students at¬
tended the theater 38 times each month for an average of times per stu¬
dent, Table 10 points out that the "F” stvidents attended the theater most
frequently each month during the semester and were followed the *D," "C,"
’’A," and “B" students in that order.
Television
Sixty-three of the 85 students had access to television sets and these
students were asked to estimate the number of hpurs they spent viewing tele¬
vision each day diaring the semester,. They were then asked, to name the /ive
programs they viewed most frequently in order" that these programs might be
classified according to types. The students reported that they viewed the
following programs most frequently* "Amos ’n Andy," "The Texaco Star Theater
(Milton Berle)," "The late Show," "The Show of Shows," "The Beulah Show," "I
love Lucy," "The Hour of Ifyatery," "The Colgate Comedy Hour," "Dragnet,"
"Carbaret TV," "Strike it Rich," "Paul 'Whiteraan’s TV Teen Club," "Arthur
Godfrey’s Talent Schouts," "The Armchair Playhouse," "Red Skelton," "The
Web," "The Original Amateur Hour," newscasts, "Sttidio One," "One Man's
Family," "Crime Photographer," "Lights Out," wrestling matches, "Dick Tracy,
"Roy Rogers," "What's Line," "The Kraft TV Playhouse," and "You Asked for
It*" Since only the newscasts, "The Armchair Plsyhouse," "StvdioiJnej" and
"The Kraft TV Playhouse" were the only programs '-that might be considered as
educational, the plan to farther classify them was abandoned.
f ' ' -n ‘ • •
Table 11 shows that the average number of hours spent viewing television
each day during the semaster by all the students was 2,8 hours. This average
was arrived at by adding the total number of students in each scholastic
group who had access to television sets and dividing it into the humber of
hours spent viewing television each day. Seven of the students in all five
groups viewed television one hour each for a total of seven hours each day,
2k viewed two hours each for a total of I48 hours each day, 11 viewed tharee
hours each for a total of 33 hours daily, 17 vd.eTred four hours each for a
total of 68 hofirs daily,^ one viewed five hours daily, two viewed six hours
each for a total of 12 hours each day, and one viewed seven or more hours
each day. These totals resulted from multiplying the number of hours spent
viewing television by bhe number of students viewing. Altogether, the 63
students who had access to television sets viewed television I80 hours each
day during the semester for an average of 2,8 hours per student*
‘ ;6n the individuai scholastic' le-^ls, Talble 11 shows that two of the
seven "A" students who had access to television sets viewed two hours each
for a total of four hovys per day, one viewed three hours per day, and fow.’
viewed four hours each for a total of I6 hours dally. Altogether, the seven
"A" students viewed television 23 hours per day for an average of 3,2 hours
per student. Three of the 21 "B" students Viewed television one hour each for
a total of three hours each day, seven viewed the hours each for a total of
lli hours each day^ three viewed three hours each for a total of nine hours
daily, six viewed four hours each for a total of 2h hours each d^, one viewed
five hours daily, and one viewed seven or more hours each day. Altogether,
the 21 **B’* students viewed television 62 hours each d^ for an average of 2,$
hours per student. One of the 1? ”0” students viewed television one hour per
day, while five viewed two hours each for a total of 10 hours daily, five
viewed three hours each for a total of 15 hours daily, five viewed foxjr hours
each for a total of 20 hours each day, and one viewed fix hours per day. Al¬
together, the 17 ”0” students viewed television 52 hours each day for an av¬
erage of thr^ hours per student. Of the 16 **D” students, three spent one
hour each before the television screen each day for a total of three hotirs.
while 10 spent two hours each for a total of 20 hours dally, one spent three
hours daily, one spent four hours each day, and one spent six hours viewing
television daily. Altogether, the 16 "D” stiadents spent 36 hours each day
before the television screen or 2,2 hours per student. Of the two stu«^
dents who had access to television sets, one viewed three hours each day,
while the other viewed four hours each day. The two ’’F" students together
viewed televesion seven hours each day for an average of 3*5 hours per stu¬
dent, Table 11 reveals that the ’’F” students spent more hours viewing tele¬
vision than any other group, and were followed by the "A," "C," "B," and
students in that order.
TABLE 11
NUMBER OF HOURS PER DAY SPENT IN VrEHTING TELEVISION ACCORDING TO SCHOLASTIC STANDING
Scholastic Standing
Number of Hours
i1 B C: D * P Total
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^ Eh TotalNunberf HoursViewed
t.Vian fine..........
One 3 3 1 1 3 3 7 7
Taro ....^t******'******** 2 7 lU < 10 10 20 2k li8
Three 1 3 3 9 5 1$ 1 3 1 3 11 33
Four h 16 6 2k 5 20 1 h 1 h 17 68
Five 1 K 1
Six 1 6 i 6 2 12
Seven or more vO 1 7 1 7
Total. 7 ^3 —ET i7 ^2 16 36 2 7 63 hrao




The objectives of this 6tudy were* (1) to determine the eartent to
idiich a specific number of senior high-school students utilized the various
media of mass communication during the course of one semester; and (2) to
atten^t to establish a relationship between the. use of the media and the
scholastic grades earned by the students during the same period of time.
The hypothesis assumed that the studerfts who utilized the various printed
media to the greatest extent during the semester were the 'ones who ex¬
celled in scholardiip, and that the ones vho utilized the audio-visual media
to the greatest extent were those students who earned the-poorer grades in
school. It also proposed that the brighter students utilized the higher
quality or more educational material offered by each medium. In srunmar-
iging the findings of this study, the individual scholastic groups were
combined into two extreme groups* the scholastically superior group—the
“A" and ”8" students—and the scholastically inferior group—^the "B" and
"F" students. A summary of the findings of the use of the printed media
will receive first consideration and will be followed by a svanmary of the
findings of the use of the visual and aTjditory media as they relate to
scholastic standing.
Books
On the individual scholastic levels discussed in Chapter II, the
students led in the reading of books during ihe semester, with the "B,”
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"Ai" "D," and "F" students foUoiring* However, wh^ the groups were combined
into scholastically superior and scholastically inferior category, it was
found that the superior students read more books than did the inferior ones*
This agreed with the assumption that the superior students read more books
than did the inferior students* The superior students read a greater num¬
ber of both educational and non-educational books, but the assumption that
the inferior students read more nonr-educational books was proved invalid*
Magazines
An examination of the data on the reading of magazines Chapter II
revealed that the "B," "A,* '*C,* ?Dy"'’Md:?F'' students tea<l_theigrtatest
number of magazines by individual scholastic groups, a fact that does not
change through combining the groiips* The assumption that the superior stu¬
dents read the greater number of magazines was substantiated* The fact
that the superior Students ' nead more magazines of an educational natTure and
the iziferlor students read more magazines of a non-educational natTire sup¬
ported the assimiption in this instance*
Newspap^s
On the individual scholastic levels, the "F* students led in the
frequency of newspaper-reading and were followed by the "D," "A," "B, *
and "C" students* liis was also revealed in Chapter II* The inferior
students, as might be espected, also read the newspaper mcare often once
the groups were combined* Despite the fact that this disproved the as-
STmiption that the superior students read the newspaper more often than
did the inferior sutdents, the difference was so slight that it can be
said that both groups read the newspaper with almost the same frequency*
TABLE 12
A COMPOSITE PICTI3RE OF THE FREQUENCX OF THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT'S USE OF
ALL THE MEDIA OF MASS CCMMUNICATION












NumberReadd ring Semester NumberReaderMonth duringSemester NumberofDaysRead PerWeekduring Semester NumberofH ursea d EachDayduring Semester NumberofH ursView dEachDayd\iring Semester NumberViewedPer MonthduringSemester
1 2 7 7 IT ir 8^
2 7 7 7 6 2 8
3 2 2 7 0 3 1
h 0 5 7 6 u 2
^ • • • • • • 3: 7 7 2 h it
6 0 7 2 2 2
7 0 3 7 6 0 8
8 3 2 3 2 h 1
TO'bdJ.* * • • I7 ,3a 28 23A'V’Qrsi^© • • ^.1 h.7 6.5 3.^ 3.2 it* 21 2 7 7 1 0 8
2 5 7 7 $ 2 2
3 3 7 7 . 7 2 1
h 3 7 7 2 3 1
5 7 5 7 U 1 it
Scholastically 6 2 1* 7 2 8
Superior 7... k 3 7 2 3 U
Students 8.. h 3 7 1 3 it
9 h 7 1 7 2
10.. 1 6 7 k 2 it
11 2 2 7 2 1+ it
12 7 2 7 2 2 1
13 2 3 3
■
1 5 8
ih 5 7 2 it 1
15 ii 5 3 3' u
16 3 7 7 3 1 • • •
17 • • • 7 h 2 2
XB•••••••• • • » 7 1 1 • • •
19 •»...... • • • 2 7 2 2 2













NumberReadd ring Semester NumberReadP rMonth duringSemester NumberofDaysRead PerW ekdxiring Semester NumberofH ursea d EachDayduring Semester NviniberofH ursVie r d SachDayduring Semester NumberedViewP r MonthdvirlngSemester
21 2 7 • • • 8
■ 22 2 7 7 1 h 2
23 3 7 3 5 « • • 2
2lt • • a 7 7 2 • • • U
25 • • • 7 8
TO'tdtla • • ?o -757- 62 88
Average. 2.8 5.0 2.6 2.9 3.1
Total 87 163 21§ 95 OQ 122
A find B Students Average 2.6 U.9 '2.8 3.0 3.6
1 2 2 7 3 a • • 2
2 :j; 1 7 3 a a a 8
3 1 1 7 1 a a a h
k 3 1 7 U a a a h
5 7 2 7 3 8
6 k 7 7 3 h 2
. 7 7 7 7 2 3 2
8 1 7 7 5 2 8
9 6 3 7 2 6 U
XO•••••••• 2 3 7 , 1 2 8
11 7 5 1 ■ 1 2 h
12 3 5 7 3 3 h
&'ir01*ACfA C 13........ 2 3 7 2 2 8
Students lU 1 1 7 2 3 8
15 5 1 7 3 8
16 1 2 7 1 h
17 5 2 7 3 h 2
18 2 5 7 li 2 h
19 li 2 7 3 U 1
t '■ 20 • • • 1 3 7 1 ! 3 1
21»•••«••• 2 7 7 3 1 8
22 3 3 7 V 3 8
23........ • • a 2 ..2
r* "•
J. 2li........ 5 1 1 • a a h
Total 72 85 156 CM0 52 116













NumberReadd ring Semester NumberReadP rMonth duringSemester NumberofBaysSesd PerW ekduring Semester NumberofH ursea d EachBayduring Semester HumberofursViewed EachBayduring Semester HumberViewedP r MonthduringSemes er
1 3 2 7 IT • • • 1
2 y 2 7 3 2 8
3 3 6 7 3 h h
i|.« •••••«•« 7 3 7 • ♦ « 2 k
' 5 1 1 7 5 2 h
6. h 1 7 7 2 8
7 1 5 7 ii ♦ • • h
8 5 1 7 2 2 h
9 • # • li 7 6 1 8
i 10 • • # 2 7 h • • • 1
11 • # • 2 7 • • • 6 8
D...... 12 ,,, 1 7 3 3 2
-
13 * ”3 7 1 li • • • h
111 # • • 1 7 3 • • • h
15 • • • 1 7 1 2 8
16 • • • 3 7 1 1 8
17 1 2 7 1 2 8
Scholastically 18 7 1 7 2 2 8
Inferior 19 • • • 7 7 1 .1 1
Students 20 • • • 7 7 3 2 h
21.,,.,,,. 6 7 7 3 2 k
Total,,, UU 66' Tijr“ 60 ~ior
Average, ^.0 3.1 6.7 »•CM 2.^
. 5.0
1 1 6 7 2 • • • k
2 1 3 7 2 1| 1
3 5 1 7 2 3 8
F k • • • 3 7 1 1
5......... 3 7 a • • • 8
• 6. • • • 1 7 1| • • • 8
7 2 7 2 • • • , 8
Total 10 20 U9 15 7
Average 1.3 2.8 7.0 2.1 3.5 5.U
D and F Total,, 51 86 190 75 li3 lh3
Students Average 1.9 3.0 6.7 2.6 2.3 5.1
total TIT" “33ir 561 232 IBF" “W
Average ^2... 6.6 1 2.7 2.8 5.U
The superior students also read more of both thd educational and the non-
educational sections, a fact which, in part, disagreed with the assun^jtion
that the inferior students read more non-educational sections.
The Radio
Individually, the "A* students listened to the radio the greatest
number of hours each day during the semester and were followed by the "B,"
"D," ’•C," and fF" students* Chapter III pointed out this fact. Combined,
the superior students listened to the radio snore hours than did the inferior
students; consequently, the assun^stion that the latter listened more hours
was disproved.
Television
The "F" students viewed television most often each day during the
semester on the individual levels and were followed ly the "A," ^C," "B,"
and "D" students. This information was presented in Chapter III. The
assun?)tion that the inferior students used television more often is proved
invalid when, once combined, the superior students viewed television more
often each day than did the inferior sttidents.
It might be stated here that the se students who reported listening
to the radio and viewing television an extraordinarily large number of
hoTirs a day were asked to explain how they were able to keep up with their
school responsibilities. Most e:q)lained that they listened to the radio
from one to two hours in the morning before going to school and from the
time they gotharae from school until seven or eight o'clock, at which time
those who had access to television sets would ;view television until ten or
eleven o’clock. Those who did not have television sets available explained
that they would continue to listen to the radio. Tfhen asked when they
studied, most stated that they did very little studying and, when they
did, it iras done idiile listening to the radio or during the commercials
when viewing television. Some indicated that this was s daily routine.
The students also stated that they spent many hours listening to the radio,
viewing television, and attending the theater on Saturday and Sunday when
there was no school.
Motion Pictures
Individually, Chapter III pointed out that the "F” students attended
the theater more often than did the other groups. The "A," "C,” "B," and
"D" students followed. The inferior students viewed motion pictures more
often than did the superior students once the groups were fiombined. This
proved that the assximption that Stated this belief was valid.
Conclusions
From the summaries of the media of mass communication, it can be con¬
cluded that the superior students used all media, with the possible ex¬
ception of motion pictures, more than or as much as the inferior students.
As far as the radio and television were concerned, the assumption that the
inferior students used these media more frequently was proved invalid. The
s, ■
assungjtion that the superior students used the more -educational material
was correct. Although the fact that the superior' students read moiw non^-
educational material in most instances did not substantiate the assunqption,
it did prove that they read more of all types of materials.
Finally, it is suggested Idiat possibly all the media of mass communi¬
cation, with the exception of the commercial film, have some educational
value and might, therefore, be employed to a greater extent in the high-
t '
school curriculum, + '
APPENDIX
QUESTIONNAIRE
THE USE OF MASS COMMUNICATION MEDIA BI SENIOR HIGH-SCHOOL STUDENTS
Personal Data
Name Homeroom Section
Sex* Male Female Age
Books1.Approximately how many books other than yonr texbooks did you read
last semester? 0l23ii-567or more2.Give the titles of the books you read, ■ : ,
Magazines
1, Approximately how many magazines ddd you read per month during the
past semester? 0123^*56? or more
2. Name the five m^a^ines you read most frequently.
Newspapers
1, How often did you read -Uie newspaper last semester? Daily twice or
three times a week Weekly Monthly Never
B, Name the newspapers you read3.What types of materi^ did you read in the newspaper? Editorials
War and foreign news National political news Local political news
Social netrs Crime neirsSports news Business and financial news
Movie section Radio-television section Leters to the editor
Obitxiaries Advertisements Cartoons Comic strips Columnists
Pictures of famous people and events Other (name)
Radio
1, Approximately how many hours each day did you-listen to the r^lo last
semester? 0123U567or mra:e
2, Name the programs you listened to most frequently.
Motion Pictures
1, How often did you attend the theater last semester? Twice or three
times weekly Once a week Every two weeks C^e a month or less
Never
2. Name some of the pictures you viewed.
Television
1. Did you have access to a television set last semester? Tes No
2. If you did, approximately how many hour per day did you view television?
O2 3^5 67 or more
3. Name the programs you viewed most frequently.
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